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I. BACKGROUND 

As part of the Cap-and-Trade Program, CARB will offer sales of greenhouse gas (GHG) 

allowances from the Allowance Price Containment Reserve (Reserve).   CARB will offer 

allowances from the Reserve (Reserve allowances) for sale in three fixed-price tiers.  

This document provides information and examples of how to determine a bid guarantee 

amount, bid evaluation procedures for holding limits and bid guarantees, and examples 

of Reserve sale bid fulfillment and purchase determinations.  Allowances purchased at 

Reserve sales are deposited directly into an entity’s compliance account.  Only 

California covered entities and opt-in covered entities are eligible to participate in 

Reserve sales. 

 

This document should be read in conjunction with the Detailed Reserve Sale 

Requirements and Instructions document.  Terms defined in the Detailed Reserve Sale 

Requirements and Instructions also apply to this document.  This document is guidance 

only and does not supersede the California Cap-and-Trade Regulation (Regulation).  In 

circumstances of uncertainty, the Regulation is the controlling document. 

When bidding in a Reserve sale during the open bidding window, the tier and number of 

bid lots are entered for each bid.  The bid fulfillment and purchase determinations in a 

Reserve sale are determined after the bidding window is closed based on the following 

steps: 

 

1. Each entity’s submitted bids are evaluated to ensure that submitted bids or value 

of submitted bids do not exceed the current vintage holding limit or the entity’s 

bid guarantee.  

2. Each entity’s qualified bids are determined as the bid quantity that remains after 

the submitted bids have been evaluated and reduced to meet all limits. 

3. Qualified bids are determined in each tier. 

4. Allowances are awarded to entities, beginning with bids submitted in Tier 1, 

followed by Tier 2, and then Tier 3 with bids filled in each tier until the entire 

supply of allowances in the tier is exhausted or all qualified bids have been filled. 

a. If the quantity of qualified bids is fewer than the number of allowances in a 

given tier, qualified bids from the next higher-priced tier are sold 

allowances at the lower tier price until the available allowances in the 

lower-priced tier are exhausted. 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/reservesale/2018_rs_requirements.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/reservesale/2018_rs_requirements.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/reservesale/2018_rs_requirements.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/reservesale/2018_rs_requirements.pdf
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The discussion in the remainder of the document follows the steps listed above, in 

order, to discuss the various elements of the bid fulfillment and purchase determinations 

process. 

II. DETERMINING AN ENTITY’S BID GUARANTEE 

Table 1 presents hypothetical bid submissions for a Reserve sale in which three entities 

are participating.  Each row in Table 1 provides the bid value at each tier price.  The 

Auction and Reserve Sale Administrator (Auction Administrator)1 will accept bids for lots 

of Reserve allowances; each bid lot represents 1,000 Reserve allowances. 

Table 1: Reserve Sale Bid Submissions 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Bid 

Lots 

Bid Number 

of 

Allowances 

Bid Value1 

Entity 

Cumulative 

Bid 

Allowances 

Entity 

Cumulative 

Bid Value1 

A $62.29  500 500,000 $31,145,000  500,000  $31,145,000  

A $70.09  300 300,000 $21,027,000  800,000  $52,172,000  

A $77.86  100 100,000 $7,786,000  900,000  $59,958,000  

B $62.29  750 750,000 $46,717,500  750,000  $46,717,500  

B $70.09  500 500,000 $35,045,000  1,250,000  $81,762,500  

B $77.86  300 300,000 $23,358,000  1,550,000  $105,120,500  

C $62.29  200 200,000 $12,458,000  200,000  $12,458,000  

C $70.09  100 100,000 $7,009,000  300,000  $19,467,000  

C $77.86  50 50,000 $3,893,000  350,000  $23,360,000  

Table Notes: 
1 For simplicity, all currency data other than Tier Price is shown rounded to whole 

dollars 

 

Table 1 Terminology: 

 

 Bid Number of Allowances = Bid Lots * 1,000 

 Bid Value = Bid Number of Allowances * Tier Price 

                                            
1 For simplicity, the Auction and Reserve Sale Administrator is referred to as the Auction Administrator in 

all notices regarding auctions and reserve sales. 
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 Entity Cumulative Bid Value = Sum of Bid Value at Tier Price and all lower Tier 

Prices 

 Entity Cumulative Bid Allowances = Sum of Bid Number of Allowances in Tier 

and Bid Number of Allowances at each lower-price Tier  

 Entity Maximum Bid Value = Entity Cumulative Bid Value considering all three 

tiers 

 

The Maximum Bid Value for each entity is in bold underline in the Entity Cumulative Bid 

Value in Table 1. 

 

The Regulation requires bid guarantees to be greater than or equal to the maximum 

value of the bids submitted (i.e., maximum bid value).  Thus, each entity’s bid guarantee 

should be equal to or greater than the maximum bid value for the planned bid schedule 

in Table 1.  Entities bidding in a Reserve sale will be limited to incurring a total cost less 

than or equal to the dollar amount of the bid guarantee submitted and should evaluate 

their bids against the bid guarantee they provided in the manner illustrated in this 

example.  Entities submit a bid guarantee that is used first to satisfy purchases in the 

lowest-priced tier.  Any portion of the bid guarantee remaining after the lowest-priced 

tier purchases are satisfied is subsequently applied to higher-priced tiers in succession 

until either all allowances are sold from the Reserve or all the qualified bids are filled. 

A. Minimum Bid Guarantee Calculation 

The following is an example of how an entity might calculate the minimum bid guarantee 

required to avoid having bids rejected when there are multiple bids at different tiers. 

Example 1: Calculating a Bid Guarantee When Submitting Multiple Bids 

As shown in Table 1, Entity A has submitted one bid in each of the three tiers.  The 

Reserve sale may result in the complete fulfilment of the entity’s bid schedule.  Thus, 

the bid guarantee that Entity A should submit to avoid having bids rejected is the sum of 

the entity’s bid values. 

 

 Tier 1: Entity A bid for 500,000 Reserve allowances at a cost of $31,145,000. 

 Tier 2: Entity A bid for 300,000 Reserve allowances at a cost of $21,027,000. 

 Tier 3: Entity A bid for 100,000 Reserve allowances at a cost of $7,786,000. 

 

Entity A’s bid schedule shows that it is willing to purchase a total of 900,000 Reserve 

allowances at a total bid value of $59,958,000.  Entity A should submit a bid 
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guarantee of at least $59,958,000 if it wants to buy all the Reserve allowances in 

its bid schedule. 

 

The minimum bid guarantee Entities A, B, and C should submit to avoid having their 

bids rejected in lots of 1,000 allowances by the Auction Administrator would be as 

follows: 

 

 Entity A – $59,958,000  

 Entity B – $105,120,500   

 Entity C – $23,360,000  

III. ENTITY BID EVALUATION PROCEDURES FOR 

PURCHASE LIMITS AND HOLDING LIMITS 

A. Purchase Limits 

There are no purchase limits for Reserve sales. 

B. Holding Limits 

The holding limit is the maximum number of GHG allowances that may be held by an 

entity or jointly held by a group of related entities.  The holding limit applies to all entities 

across all linked jurisdictions and is based on the following formula: 

 

Holding Limit = 0.1 * Base + 0.025 * (Annual Allowance Budget – Base) 

 

Where: 

 “Base” equals 25 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e). 

 “Annual Allowance Budget” is the number of allowances issued for the current 

budget year.2 

For 2020, the combined annual budget in California and Québec is 388,940,000 

allowances. 

 

2020 Holding Limit =  2,500,000 + 0.025 * (388,940,000 - 25,000,000) 

2020 Holding Limit =  11,598,500 allowances 

                                            
2 The annual allowance budget in a linked program includes allowances issued by participating 

jurisdictions. 
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Allowances purchased in the Reserve sale are subject to the current vintage holding 

limit detailed in section 95920(c)(1) of the Regulation.  The current vintage holding limit 

applies to allowances from the current calendar year, previous calendar years, and 

allowances with no vintage, such as Reserve allowances. 

 

A covered entity may exempt a limited number of allowances from the current vintage 

holding limit by transferring them to its compliance account.  This “limited exemption” is 

described in section 95920(d)(2) of the Regulation.  The limited exemption is based on 

an entity’s emissions, and is designed to allow covered entities the ability to accumulate 

the allowances they need for compliance. 

 

Entities can calculate the maximum number of allowances they can hold by following 

Example 2 and using the holding limit values above. 

Example 2: Determining the Maximum Number of Allowances an Entity Can Hold and 

Purchase to Comply with the Holding Limit 

The maximum number of allowances an entity can hold at one time equals the holding 

limit plus the limited exemption.  For allowances to be counted towards an entity’s 

limited exemption, they must be held in the entity’s compliance account.  Assuming an 

entity takes full advantage of the limited exemption, in 2020 the maximum number of 

allowances that may be held is calculated as: 

 

2020 Maximum Number of Allowances Held Subject to Current Vintage Holding 

Limit = 11,598,500+ Limited Exemption 

 

When submitting bids in a Reserve sale, an entity may not exceed the applicable 

holding limit plus the limited exemption.  Suppose an entity’s limited exemption is equal 

to 4,000,000 allowances and it holds 1,000,000 allowances in its compliance account 

and an additional 2,000,000 allowances of vintage 2020, or prior year vintage 

allowances in its general holding account.  The maximum number of allowances the 

entity may acquire before exceeding its holding limit plus the limited exemption is: 

 

Maximum Number of Reserve Allowances That Can Be Purchased =  

11,598,500+ 4,000,000 – 1,000,000 – 2,000,000 = 12,598,500 allowances. 

 

If Reserve allowances are purchased at a Reserve sale, the Reserve allowances are 

placed directly in the entity’s compliance account.  Any allowances in the compliance 

account in excess of the limited exemption will be considered in the calculation of the 

entity’s account holdings compared to the holding limit. 
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IV. AUCTION ADMINISTRATOR APPLICATION OF THE BID 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Submitted bids that contain bid quantities in excess of the holding limit or have a 

maximum value in excess of the bid guarantee will be rejected, in bundles of 1,000 

allowances, until all bid limitations are met.  Only that portion of the bid quantity that 

exceeds one or more limit(s) will be rejected, not the entire bid quantity.  “Qualified bids” 

are the bids that remain after the submitted bids have been evaluated and reduced to 

meet all limits.  For example, if the bid guarantee limitation is satisfied by the purchase 

of no more than 10,000 allowances and the holding limit is satisfied by the purchase of 

no more than 25,000 allowances, the qualified bid is less than or equal to 10,000 

allowances.  Only qualified bids are used in the Reserve sale bid fulfillment and 

purchase determinations process.  Determination of qualified bids occurs after the bid 

window has been closed and before the final bid fulfillment and purchase 

determinations are made.   

A. Bid Fulfillment 

Starting with allowances in the lowest-priced tier, allowances will be sold to entities that 

submit qualified bids to the lowest-priced tier.  Given that each tier contains a fixed 

number of Reserve allowances, there are three potential outcomes for the sale of 

allowances within each tier:  

 

 The quantity of qualified bids exactly corresponds to the quantity of allowances 

available in a given tier.  All bids are filled and no allowances remain in the tier. 

 The quantity of qualified bids exceeds the quantity of allowances in a given tier.  

The tiebreaker process section 95913(h)(5) of the Regulation determines 

allowance sales based on each bidder’s proportion of all qualified bids. 

 The quantity of qualified bids is fewer than the number of allowances in a given 

tier.  This will result in a tier roll-down as detailed in section 95913(h)(4) of the 

Regulation under which qualified bids from the next higher-priced tier are sold 

allowances at the lower tier price until the available allowances in the lower-

priced tier are exhausted. 

1. Tiebreaker Process 

Should the sum of qualified bid quantities for any tier exceed the quantity of allowances 

in that tier, the Auction Administrator will allocate allowances to entities based on their 

share of qualified bids submitted to that tier.  Only qualified bids submitted to the 
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oversubscribed tier (not the total qualified bids placed across the three tiers) will be 

used to determine an entity’s share of allowances bid for in a tiebreaker process. 

 

Each entity is awarded allowances based on its share times the number of allowances 

available for sale in the tier, rounded down to the nearest whole allowance.  If there are 

allowances remaining as a result of rounding down, those allowances are awarded to 

entities by assigning a random number to each entity.  The remaining allowances are 

awarded to entities starting with the lowest assigned random number and proceeding to 

the next higher random number until all remaining allowances are awarded.  Under the 

tiebreaker procedure, allowances sold to entities in the tiebreaker will not necessarily be 

in lots of 1,000 allowances.   

Example 3:  Bid Fulfillment with a Tiebreaker 

Examples 3, 4, and 5 represent one Reserve sale across Tier 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  

These examples utilize the bid schedules for Entities A, B, and C in Table 1 and the bid 

guarantees in Example 1.  In this example, the supply of allowances in each tier is 

1,000,000 allowances.  Example 3 shows the bid fulfillment and purchase 

determinations process of a Reserve sale when there is an excess demand for 

allowances in a tier.  Example 3 shows a tiebreaker in Tier 1 but the tiebreaker 

methodology is applicable to any tier of the Reserve sale. 

 

Table 2 presents the cumulative bids of the three entities for Tier 1.  These bids are 

qualified bids and do not violate the holding limit or bid guarantee for each of the 

entities.  Each entity has submitted a bid guarantee amount sufficient to cover all bids in 

the bid schedule in Table 1.  Table 2 shows the results of the Tier 1 sale including the 

allowances sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost. 

Table 2: Tier 1 Bid Fulfillment with a Tiebreaker 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 1 

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 1 

Qualified 

Bid 

Allowances 

Proportion 

Tier 1 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 1 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $62.29  500  500,000  0.3448 344,827 $21,479,274  

B $62.29  750  750,000  0.5172 517,241 $32,218,942  

C $62.29  200  200,000  0.1379 137,932 $8,591,784  

Total  1,450  1,450,000  1.0000  1,000,000  $62,290,000  

 

Since the quantity of qualified bids is 1,450,000 allowances and only 1,000,000 

allowances are available for sale from Tier 1, a tiebreaker procedure is required.  Each 
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entity is sold allowances as a proportion of their qualified bids to the total quantity of 

qualified bids submitted to the oversubscribed tier.  For example, Entity A’s qualified bid 

is 500,000 allowances and its proportion to the total quantity of qualified bids is 

500,000/1,450,000 = 0.34482759.  The proportion is then multiplied by the number of 

allowances available and rounded down to the nearest whole allowance, in this case, 

0.34482759 * 1,000,000 = 344,827 allowances.  The rounding down of allowances 

results in 999,999 total allowances sold.  To sell the residual allowance, each entity is 

assigned a random number and the allowance is awarded to the entity with the lowest 

random number.  In this example, Entity C with the lowest random number receives the 

residual allowance (changing the number of allowances sold to Entity C from 137,931 to 

137,932). 

 

After completing the sale of the lowest-price tier, the Auction Administrator will proceed 

to Tier 2, and finally to Tier 3.  Allowances purchased in Tier 1 reduce the allowances a 

Reserve sale participant may acquire in Tier 2 before exceeding its holding limit.  The 

total cost of allowances purchased in Tier 1 is deducted from the entity’s bid guarantee, 

reducing the remaining bid guarantee that can be applied to subsequent tier sales.  

Thus, evaluation of submitted bids in Tier 2 is based on the remaining bid guarantee 

and allowances that may be acquired before exceeding an entity’s holding limit. 

2. An Undersubscribed Tier Sale: The Roll-Down Procedure 

If allowances remain in a tier after all qualified bids are filled, the tier is undersubscribed 

relative to qualified bids.  The Auction Administrator will sell the remaining allowances of 

the undersubscribed tier by “rolling down” qualified bids from the next higher-priced tier. 

 

To accomplish this, the Auction Administrator evaluates all bids from the next higher-

priced tier with respect to the remaining bid guarantee and holding limit of each entity.  

The bid guarantee evaluation in the “roll-down” procedure is based on the tier price of 

the lower tier.  Then, a random number is assigned to each bundle of 1,000 allowances 

in a qualified bid.  The remaining allowances in the lower-price tier will be sold to 

bidders in the next tier, starting with the lot assigned the lowest random number and 

proceeding in increasing order of random numbers until all the allowances in the lower-

priced tier are sold.  The price for the allowances sold under this procedure is the price 

of the tier from which they are sold, not the tier price under which the bid was submitted.  

The remaining bids from the next higher-priced tier, if any, will be sold at that tier price.  

Qualified bids can be evaluated in a roll-down procedure at one tier price, but cannot be 

considered for the roll-down procedure from the highest-price tier to the lowest-price 

tier. 
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Example 4:  Bid Fulfillment with Excess Tier Allowances 

After the sale from Tier 1, detailed in Example 3, the Auction Administrator moves on to 

the sale of allowances in Tier 2, where allowances are priced at $70.09.  Table 3 

outlines the bids of the three entities for the two remaining tiers (Tier 2 and Tier 3). 

Table 3: Tier 2 and Tier 3 Bid Allowances 

Entity Name Tier Price Bid Lots Qualified Bid Allowances 

A $70.09  300 300,000 

B $70.09  500 500,000 

C $70.09  100 100,000 

Tier 2 Total  900 900,000 

A $77.86  100 100,000 

B $77.86  300 300,000 

C $77.86  50 50,000 

Tier 3 Total  450 450,000 

 

Given a supply of 1,000,000 allowances in Tier 2, there is an excess of 100,000 

allowances after the qualified Tier 2 bids have been fulfilled.  To sell these remaining 

allowances, the 450,000 qualified bid allowances in Tier 3 will be split into individual bid 

lots of 1,000 allowances and each Tier 3 bid lot will be assigned a random number. 

 

The remaining 100,000 allowances in Tier 2 will be sold in bid lots from Tier 3 starting 

with the bid lot assigned the lowest random number and proceeding in increasing order.  

Given bids submitted for 450 bid lots in Tier 3, there will be a total of 450 random 

numbers assigned.  In this example, 100 bid lots for Entity A are assigned random 

numbers, 300 bid lots for Entity B are assigned random numbers, and 50 bid lots for 

Entity C are assigned random numbers.  The excess Tier 2 allowances will be sold 

starting with the Tier 3 bid lot assigned the lowest random number and proceeding in 

increasing order until all remaining 100,000 allowances in Tier 2 have been sold. 

 

Table 4 shows the final result of the roll-down in Tier 2.  In the roll-down procedure the 

450 Tier 3 bid lots are ranked in ascending order of their assigned random number.  

Since there are 100 bid lots remaining in Tier 2 after the fulfillment of all qualified bids, 

the 100 Tier 3 bid lots with the lowest random numbers will be sold in Tier 2.  In this 

example, 29 bid lots are from Entity A bids, 59 from Entity B bids, and 12 from Entity C 

bids.  Bids submitted for these 100 Tier 3 bid lots are filled with Tier 2 allowances. 
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The 1,000,000 allowances sold in the Tier 2 sale are sold at a price of $70.09 

regardless of the tier in which the bid was originally submitted, including qualified Tier 3 

bids sold allowances from Tier 2.  Table 4 shows the results of the Tier 2 sale including 

the allowances sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost. 

Table 4: Tier 2 Roll-Down Bid Fulfillment 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 2 

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 2 

Qualified 

Bid 

Allowances 

Roll-Down 

Tier 3 

Allowances 

Tier 2 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 2 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $70.09  300  300,000  29,000 329,000  $23,059,610  

B $70.09  500  500,000  59,000 559,000  $39,180,310  

C $70.09  100  100,000  12,000 112,000  $7,850,080  

Total  900  900,000  100,000  1,000,000  $70,090,000  

Example 5:  Tier 3 Sale after a Tiebreaker and Roll-Down 

The Reserve sale continues until either all the allowances in the three tiers are sold or 

all qualified bids are fulfilled.  Given the results from the sale of Tier 1 and Tier 2, the 

remaining Tier 3 bid lots and remaining bid guarantee amounts for each entity are: 

 

 Entity A – 71 qualified bid lots at $77.86 with a remaining bid guarantee amount 

of $15,419,116. 

 Entity B – 241 qualified bid lots at $77.86 with a remaining bid guarantee amount 

of $33,721,248. 

 Entity C – 38 qualified bid lots at $77.86 with a remaining bid guarantee amount 

of $6,918,136. 

Allowances sold in the Tier 3 sale are sold at a price of $77.86.  Table 5 shows the 

results of the Tier 3 sale including the allowances sold to each entity and their 

respective purchase cost. 
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Table 5: Tier 3 Bid Fulfillment 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 3 

Bid 

Lots 

Remaining Tier 3 

Qualified Bid Lots 

Tier 3 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 3 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $77.86  100  71 71,000 $5,528,060  

B $77.86  300  241 241,000 $18,764,260  

C $77.86  50  38 38,000 $2,958,680  

Total  450  350  350,000 $27,251,000  

 

Each entity has its entire Tier 3 qualified bids filled.  Tier 3 qualified bids take into 

account any bid lots that were rolled down and fulfilled in Tier 2.  Entity A’s bid schedule 

shows a bid of 100 bid lots in Tier 3.  However, 29 of Entity A’s Tier 3 bid lots were sold 

allowances from Tier 2.  Therefore, Entity A has 71 qualified bid lots remaining in Tier 3, 

and is sold 71 bid lots at the Tier 3 price.  Additionally, there are 650,000 allowances 

that will remain in Tier 3 of the Reserve to be offered for sale in subsequent Reserve 

sales.  Table 6 presents the total number of Reserve allowances sold from all three tiers 

and the total cost for each entity. 

Table 6: Total Allowances Sold to Entities 

Entity Name Tier Price 
Allowances 

Sold 
Total Purchase Cost 

A $62.29  344,827 $21,479,274  

A $70.09  329,000 $23,059,610  

A $77.86  71,000 $5,528,060  

Entity A Total  744,827 $50,066,944  

B $62.29  517,241 $32,218,942  

B $70.09  559,000 $39,180,310  

B $77.86  241,000 $18,764,260  

Entity B Total  1,317,241 $90,163,512  

C $62.29  137,932 $8,591,784  

C $70.09  112,000 $7,850,080  

C $77.86  38,000 $2,958,680  

Entity C Total  287,932 $19,400,544  
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Qualified bids can be evaluated in a roll-down procedure at one tier price, but cannot be 

considered for the roll-down procedure from the highest-price tier to the lowest-price 

tier.  Take for example, a Reserve sale in which 1,000,000 allowances are again sold 

within each tier.  In this hypothetical Reserve sale there are no qualified bids in Tier 1, 

100,000 qualified bids in Tier 2, and 100,000 qualified bids in Tier 3.  All 100,000 

qualified bids in Tier 2 will be rolled down and sold at the Tier 1 price.  However, even 

though Tier 1 will still be undersubscribed after this roll-down procedure, qualified bids 

will not roll-down from Tier 3 to Tier 1.  The Tier 1 sale will close with the sale of 

100,000 allowances. 

 

The Auction Administrator then moves on to the sale of allowances in Tier 2.  However, 

all qualified Tier 2 bids were fulfilled in the roll-down procedure leaving Tier 2 

undersubscribed.  This will trigger a second roll-down procedure, in which the 100,000 

qualified Tier 3 bids will be rolled down and sold at the Tier 2 price.  The Tier 2 sale will 

close with 100,000 allowances sold at the Tier 2 price.  No qualified bids remain for the 

Tier 3 sale and the remaining 2,800,000 allowances (1,000,000 per tier across 3 tiers 

less 200,000 sold) will remain in the Reserve. 

 

Roll-downs can occur in the first two tiers of the Reserve sale, while tiebreakers can 

occur in all three tiers.  No entity in Example 3, 4, or 5 violated their holding limit or bid 

guarantee limitation.  We now turn to examples that outline how exceeding bid 

limitations can result in bid rejections to meet a bid guarantee or holding limit and alter 

the results of the Reserve sale. 

B. Applying the Holding Limit and Bid Guarantee   

Example 6: Holding Limit Applied 

The available space within an entity’s holding limit is defined as the maximum number 

of allowances that can be purchased by an entity in the Reserve sale while in 

compliance with the holding limit. This is described in the Detailed Reserve Sale 

Requirements and Instructions document as the holding limit cap that is transmitted to 

the Auction Administrator prior to the Reserve sale. Denoted as ‘Holding Limit’ in Table 

7, the holding limit cap indicates how many allowances an entity may acquire in a 

Reserve sale before exceeding its holding limit. 

 

Table 7 outlines the holding limit cap calculation for the three entities, given each entity 

has a limited exemption of 4,000,000 allowances, and presents the number of 

allowances that can be purchased at the Reserve sale for each entity.  Allowances 

purchased through the Reserve sale are placed directly into an entity’s compliance 

account and are subject to the current vintage holding limit. 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/reservesale/2018_rs_requirements.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/reservesale/2018_rs_requirements.pdf
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Table 7: Limited Exemption and Maximum Allowances that can be Purchased 

Entity 

Name 

Current 

Vintage 

Holding Limit 

Limited 

Exemption 

Compliance 

Account 

Balance 

General 

Holding 

Account 

Balance 

Holding 

Limit Cap 

A 11,598,500 4,000,000 5,000,000 9, 598,500 1,000,000 

B 11,598,500 4,000,000 5,000,000 9, 598,500 1,000,000 

C 11,598,500 4,000,000 6,000,000 8,898,500 700,000 

 

Using the bid schedule in Table 1, this example presents the outcome of the Reserve 

sale after imposing holding limit caps for all three entities. 

 

Table 8 shows the results of the Tier 1 sale in this example including the allowances 

sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost.  The results of the Tier 1 sale are 

unchanged as compared to Example 3 since no entity exceeded its holding limit 

violation.  For example, Entity B has space for 1,000,000 allowances within the holding 

limit cap and its Tier 1 bid is only 750,000 allowances.  Entity C is sold the residual 

allowance based on the random number draw (changing the number of allowances sold 

to Entity C from 137,931 to 137,932). 

Table 8: Tier 1 Bid Fulfillment with Holding Limit Applied 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 1 

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 1 

Qualified Bid 

Allowances  

Proportion 

Tier 1 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 1 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $62.29  500 500,000 0.3448 344,827 $21,479,274  

B $62.29  750 750,000 0.5172 517,241 $32,218,942  

C $62.29  200 200,000 0.1379 137,932 $8,591,784  

Total  1,450 1,450,000 1.0000 1,000,000 $62,290,000 

 

The remaining holding limit cap after accounting for Tier 1 Allowances Sold to each 

entity is: 

 Entity A – 655,173 remaining allowances that can be purchased. 

 Entity B – 482,759 remaining allowances that can be purchased. 

 Entity C – 562,068 remaining allowances that can be purchased. 
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Table 9 shows the results of the Tier 2 sale in this example including the allowances 

sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost.  

Table 9: Tier 2 Bid Fulfillment with Holding Limit Applied 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 2  

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 2 

Qualified Bid 

Allowances  

Roll-Down   

Tier 3 

Allowances  

Tier 2 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 2 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $70.09  300 300,000 87,000 387,000 $27,124,830  

B $70.09  500 482,000 0 482,000 $33,783,380  

C $70.09  100 100,000 31,000 131,000 $9,181,790  

Total   900 882,000 118,000 1,000,000 $70,090,000  

 

Table 9 shows that Entity B’s scheduled Tier 2 bid of 500,000 allowances (500 bid lots) 

violates the holding limit as Entity B has a remaining holding limit cap of 482,759 

allowances following the Tier 1 sale.  Submitted bids that contain bid quantities in 

excess of the holding limit will be rejected, in bundles of 1,000 allowances, until the limit 

is met.  Thus, only the portion of the bid that is in violation will be rejected, not the entire 

bid.  In the Tier 2 sale, Entity B is sold 482,000 allowances, its maximum qualified Tier 2 

bid. 

 

The Tier 2 sale is undersubscribed with only 882,000 qualified Tier 2 allowance bids.  

As part of the roll-down procedure, the Auction Administrator checks Tier 3 submitted 

bids against the remaining holding limit and bid guarantee for each entity.  The bid 

guarantee evaluation in the “roll-down” procedure is based on the tier price of the lower 

tier, in this case the Tier 2 price. 

 

Given a supply of 1,000,000 allowances in Tier 2, there is an excess of 118,000 

allowances after the qualified Tier 2 bids have been fulfilled.  To sell these remaining 

allowances, the 150,000 qualified bid allowances in Tier 3 will be split into individual bid 

lots of 1,000 allowances and each Tier 3 bid lot will be assigned a random number. 

 

The remaining 118,000 allowances in Tier 2 will be sold in bid lots from Tier 3 starting 

with the bid lot assigned the lowest random number and proceeding in increasing order.  

Although bids are submitted for 450 bid lots in Tier 3, there will only be a total of 150 

random numbers assigned.  In this example, 100 bid lots for Entity A are assigned 

random numbers and 50 bid lots for Entity C are assigned random numbers.  As Entity 

B’s Tier 2 bid violated the holding limit, it has no qualified bid in Tier 3.  The excess Tier 

2 allowances will be sold starting with the Tier 3 bid lot assigned the lowest random 

number and proceeding in increasing order until all remaining 118,000 Tier 2 
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allowances have been sold. In this example, Entity A is sold 87 lots and Entity C is sold 

31 lots.  The qualified Tier 3 bid for Entity A is reduced by 87 bid lots to 13 bid lots and 

the qualified Tier 3 bid for Entity C is reduced by 31 bid lots to 19 bid lots as a result of 

the roll-down. 

The remaining holding limit cap after accounting for Tier 1 and Tier 2 Allowances Sold 

for each entity are: 

 

 Entity A – 268,173 remaining allowances that can be purchased. 

 Entity B – 759 remaining allowances that can be purchased. 

 Entity C – 431,068 remaining allowances that can be purchased. 

 

Table 10 presents the results of the Tier 3 sale.  Entity B cannot participate in the final 

tier of the Reserve sale as any additional purchase of a lot of 1,000 allowances would 

exceed the holding limit.  Tier 3 Qualified Bid Allowances take into account any Tier 3 

bid lots rolled-down and fulfilled in Tier 2.  Entity A and Entity C have their entire Tier 3 

qualified bids fulfilled.  After all qualified Tier 3 bids are filled, there are 968,000 

allowances that will remain in the Reserve. 

 

Table 10 shows the results of the Tier 3 sale in this example including the allowances 

sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost. 

Table 10: Tier 3 Bid Fulfillment with Holding Limit Applied 

Entity Name 
Tier 

Price 

Tier 3 

Bid Lots 

Tier 3 

Qualified Bid 

Allowances 

Tier 3 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 3 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $77.86  100 13,000 13,000 $1,012,180  

B $77.86  300 0 0 $0  

C $77.86  50 19,000 19,000 $1,479,340  

Total  450 32,000 32,000 $2,491,520  

 

The Reserve sale is complete after the Tier 3 sale.  Table 11 shows the total number of 

Reserve allowances and the total cost for each entity. 
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Table 11: Total Allowances Sold to Entities with Holding Limit Applied 

Entity Name Tier Price 
Allowances 

Sold 
Total Purchase Cost  

A $62.29  344,827 $21,479,274  

A $70.09  387,000 $27,124,830  

A $77.86  13,000 $1,012,180  

Entity A Total  744,827 $49,616,284  

B $62.29  517,241 $32,218,942  

B $70.09  482,000 $33,783,380  

B $77.86  0 $0  

Entity B Total  999,241 $66,002,322  

C $62.29  137,932 $8,591,784  

C $70.09  131,000 $9,181,790  

C $77.86  19,000 $1,479,340  

Entity C Total  287,932 $19,252,914  

 

Example 7: Bid Guarantee Applied 

Assume for Example 7 that Entities A, B, and C have submitted the bid guarantee 

amounts outlined in Table 12 to correspond with their bid schedules presented in  

Table 1.  For this example, all submitted bids are within the holding limit for each entity.  

The results of the sales from the three tiers of the Reserve sale are now presented with 

the bid schedules presented in Table 1 and the bid guarantees in Table 12.   

Table 12: Bid Guarantees 

Entity Name Bid Guarantee 

A $34,450,000  

B $92,500,000  

C $17,900,000  

 

The results of the Tier 1 sale, shown in Table 13, are unchanged as compared to prior 

examples since there is no bid guarantee violation.  Entity C is again awarded the 
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residual allowance (changing the number of allowances sold to Entity C from 137,931 to 

137,932). 

 

Table 13 shows the results of the Tier 1 sale in this example including the allowances 

sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost. 

Table 13: Tier 1 Bid Fulfillment with Bid Guarantee Applied 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 1 

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 1 

Qualified Bid 

Allowances 

Proportion 

Tier 1 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 1 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $62.29  500 500,000 0.3448 344,827 $21,479,274  

B $62.29  750 750,000 0.5172 517,241 $32,218,942  

C $62.29  200 200,000 0.1379 137,932 $8,591,784  

Total   1,450 1,450,000 1.0000 1,000,000   

 
The remaining bid guarantee amounts after accounting for Tier 1 Allowances Sold for 

each entity are: 

 

 Entity A – $12,970,726 

 Entity B – $60,281,058 

 Entity C – $9,308,216 

 

Given the bid guarantees in Table 12, the results of the Tier 2 sale change as compared 

to prior examples since the Tier 2 bid for Entity A exceeds the value of the entity’s bid 

guarantee limitation.  Entity A can spend no more than $12,970,726; at $70.09per 

allowance, it can therefore purchase no more than 185,000 allowances 

($12,970,726/$70.09 = 185,058 allowances).  Rounded down to the nearest thousand 

allowances, Entity A’s qualified Tier 2 bid is 185,000 allowances. 

 

There are qualified bids for a total of 785,000 Tier 2 allowances.  Tier 2 is 

undersubscribed with an excess of 215,000 Tier 2 allowances resulting in a roll-down 

procedure.  Since Entity A does not have a sufficient bid guarantee amount remaining 

after the Tier 2 purchase cost of $12,966,650, it has no qualified Tier 3 bid lots and 

cannot purchase any allowances through the roll-down procedure.  Qualified Tier 3 bid 

lots (satisfying the holding limit and bid guarantee limitation) from Entity B and C are 

rolled down and sold the remaining Tier 2 allowances. 
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Table 14 shows the results of the Tier 2 sale in this example including the allowances 

sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost. 

Table 14: Tier 2 Bid Fulfillment with Bid Guarantee Applied 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 2 

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 2 

Qualified Bid 

Allowances  

Roll-Down 

Tier 3  

Allowances 

Tier 2 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 2 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $70.09  300 185,000 0 185,000 $12,966,650  

B $70.09  500 500,000 184,000 684,000 $47,941,560  

C $70.09  100 100,000 31,000 131,000 $9,181,790  

Total  900 785,000 215,000 1,000,000 $70,090,000  

 

The remaining bid guarantee amounts after accounting for Tier 1 and Tier 2 Allowances 

Sold for each entity are: 

 

 Entity A – $4,076 

 Entity B – $12,339,498 

 Entity C – $126,426 

 

Entity A cannot purchase additional allowances from Tier 3 of the Reserve sale as any 

additional purchase of a lot of 1,000 allowances at the fixed tier price would exceed the 

value of the entity’s bid guarantee. 

 

Table 15 shows the results of the Tier 3 sale in this example including the allowances 

sold to each entity and their respective purchase cost.   

Table 15: Tier 3 Bid Fulfillment with Bid Guarantee Applied 

Entity 

Name 

Tier 

Price 

Tier 3 

Bid 

Lots 

Tier 3 

Qualified Bid 

Allowances 

Tier 3 

Allowances 

Sold 

Tier 3 

Purchase 

Cost 

A $77.86 100 0 0 $0 

B $77.86 300 116,000 116,000 $9,031,760 

C $77.86 50 1,000 

 

1,000 

 
$77,860 

Total  450 117,000 117,000 $9,109,620 
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Table 15 presents the results of the Tier 3 sale.  Entity A has no qualified Tier 3 bid lots 

and thus is not sold any Tier 3 allowances.  Entity B has 116 bid lots filled at $77.86.  

Entity B’s bid schedule shows a bid of 300 lots in Tier 3.  However, 184 qualified Tier 3 

bid lots were rolled down to Tier 2, leaving only 116 qualified bid lots to be sold in Tier 3. 

 

In the bid schedule, Entity C has a Tier 3 bid of 50 bid lots.  Due to the roll-down 

procedure, 31 qualified Tier 3 bid lots were rolled down to Tier 2, leaving only 19 Tier 3 

bid lots unfulfilled.  However, Entity C only has 1 qualified Tier 3 bid lot, as the 19 

remaining unfulfilled Tier 3 bid lots violate the bid guarantee limitation 

($126,426/$77.86= 1,623 allowances, rounded down to 1,000).  Bids that exceed the 

value of the bid guarantee and exceed the holding limit will be reduced by bundles of 

1,000 allowances until all bid limitations are met. 

 

With the bid guarantees outlined in Table 12, 2,117,000 allowances are sold at the 

Reserve sale and 883,000 allowances remain in Tier 3 of the Reserve for sale at a later 

date. 

 

Table 16 presents the total number of Reserve allowances sold from all three tiers and 

the total purchase cost for each entity. 

Table 16: Total Allowances Sold to Entities with Bid Guarantee Applied 

Entity Name Tier Price 
Allowances 

Sold 
Total Purchase Cost 

A $62.29  344,827 $21,479,274  

A $70.09  185,000 $12,966,650  

A $77.86  0 $0  

Entity A Total  529,827 $34,445,924  

B $62.29  517,241 $32,218,942  

B $70.09  684,000 $47,941,560  

B $77.86  116,000 $9,031,760  

Entity B Total  1,317,241 $89,192,262  

C $62.29  137,932 $8,591,784  

C $70.09  131,000 $9,181,790  

C $77.86  1,000 $77,860  

Entity C Total  269,932 $17,851,434  
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